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appendices

�e �inking Process

T
he thinking process was developed by Eli Goldra� as

a series of tools that complement his �eory of Constraints.

Personally, I think of the process as an invitation to the kind of

‘slow thinking’ espoused by Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman in

�inking, Fast and Slow—the reason-based kind that our emotions

so often like to circumvent, often to our later regret.

�e trees that follow are simpli�ed samples that aim to give

you a taste of what the output of logical thinking looks like. �e

trees are based on Eli Goldra�’s insights but have since been

developed further by Bill De�mer.

For (a lot) more detail on logic trees, I refer to you to his

excellent book, �e Logical �inking Process.
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Appendix A: Sample Goal Tree

A Goal Tree is a graphical representation of a system’s

goal, critical success factors and the necessary condi-

tions for achieving them. �ese elements are arrayed

in a logically connected hierarchy, with the goal at the

top, the success factors immediately below it, and the

supporting conditions below them.

(De�mer, 68)

You read the Goal Tree from the top down: In order to. . . { }
we must. . . { } and so on.

Goal Trees are a practical and highly e�ective way of gain-

ing consensus among the system’s team around the core goal—

and how to go about achieving it. �ey help you focus on what

really brings the most leverage as well as not overlook certain

aspects that you may have been taking for granted. In retro-

spect, the Goal Tree can seem so obvious that people forget

how hard it was to focus on what really ma�ers for the system

as a whole, rather than on the smaller needs of the various silos

within the organisation.



appendices: �e �inking Process

The	Goal:
Deliver	the	ABC	project	with	

the	best	outcome	
reasonable	and	possible	for	

its	owners

Use our organisational 
development skills to 

engage with and bring 
out the amazing in our 

people

Have trained, 
committed people 

embrace the principles 
and practices of high-
performance teams

Plan and perform our 
work with a Critical 
Chain process that 

focuses on excellence 
in execution

Integrate our 
technology tools to 

provide a single source 
of truth supporting 
superior sense and 

decision-making

Adopt the principles and 
practices of Critical 

Chain Project 
Management (CCPM)

Develop a suite of 
metrics which 

encourage people to 
always do what is best 
for the overall project 

goal

Structure the 
organisational 

accountabilities to 
manage the work by 

system deliverables, not 
by functional silo

Integrate Concerto 
CCPM work 

management software 
with our mandated 

Primavera reporting tool

Manage IT’s 
collaboration with the 
business to support  

management systems 
integration

...we	must...

In	order	to...

Necessary	
conditions

Critical	Success	
Factors
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Appendix B: �e Current Reality Tree

As its name suggests, the Current Reality Tree shows you how

your system is functioning (or not) today. It aims to drill down

to root causes, as well as pointing out any undesirable e�ects

as a result of the behaviour of the current system.

�e ellipse shape shows how several causes combine to cre-

ate an e�ect. �e absence of any one of these would cancel the

e�ect.

�e bowtie shape (with MAG) indicates a ‘magnitudinal

e�ect’, that is, two or more causes combine to produce an e�ect.

Take one of the causes away and the e�ect would still be there—

just to a lesser extent.
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The	ABC	project	is	running	
late

	and	getting	later

The	ABC	project	is	running	
late

	and	getting	later

Reporting	metrics,	by	design,	
encourage	sub-optimisation	of	the	
parts	at	the	expense	of	the	whole

Reporting	metrics,	by	design,	
encourage	sub-optimisation	of	the	
parts	at	the	expense	of	the	whole

Plans	are	prepared	by	
discipline	and	area,	

independently	of	each	
other

Plans	are	prepared	by	
discipline	and	area,	

independently	of	each	
other

There	are	between	12	and	17	
project	“critical	paths”	derived	from	

a	plethora	of	different	sources,	
using	a	multitude	of	different	

methods

There	are	between	12	and	17	
project	“critical	paths”	derived	from	

a	plethora	of	different	sources,	
using	a	multitude	of	different	

methods

The	project	is	organised	in	a	way	
that	encourages	silo	behaviour	
within	disciplines	and	plant	areas

Poor	weather	is	given	more	weight	
as	an	excuse	for	being	late	than	it	

rightfully	deserves

Poor	weather	is	given	more	weight	
as	an	excuse	for	being	late	than	it	

rightfully	deserves

IR	issues	are	given	more	weight	as	
an	excuse	for	being	late	than	it	

rightfully	deserves

IR	issues	are	given	more	weight	as	
an	excuse	for	being	late	than	it	

rightfully	deserves

Management	attention	is	diffused	
across	the	project	(poor	focus)

Management	attention	is	diffused	
across	the	project	(poor	focus)

A	single,	known	and	agreed	upon	
Critical	Path	is	a	necessary	condition	

for	high	focus	and	superior	
execution

A	single,	known	and	agreed	upon	
Critical	Path	is	a	necessary	condition	

for	high	focus	and	superior	
execution

Significant	time	is	spent	on	
minutiae,	fire-fighting	and	

chaos	management

Significant	time	is	spent	on	
minutiae,	fire-fighting	and	

chaos	management

Truly	important	exploitation,	
synchronisation	and	

integration	work	is	lost	in	the	
noise	of	managing	by	crisis

Truly	important	exploitation,	
synchronisation	and	

integration	work	is	lost	in	the	
noise	of	managing	by	crisis

MAG

If...

...and...

(Critical	Root	Cause)

...then...

Little	time	is	available	for	a	
concerted	employee	
engagement	program

Little	time	is	available	for	a	
concerted	employee	
engagement	program
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Appendix C: �e Evaporating Cloud

�is diagram needs a li�le introduction. �e core idea is that you want

to achieve an objective that has two con�icting options. �is presents a

dilemma, since you can’t do both.

�e Evaporating Cloud is so named because it evaporates the contra-

diction and creates clarity.

To read the diagram, then, you start with the objective (the far-le� box).

Read the top half �rst:

In order to deliver the best outcome, I must adopt
innovative solutions because. . .

You then move to the assumptions on the top le� (‘�e project is already

behind schedule. . . ’ etc.).

Now look at the necessary condition to achieve the �rst option:

In order to adopt innovative solutions, I must integ-
rate CCPM into the project because. . .

�en move to the assumptions above (‘CCPM is the highest leverage

innovation. . . ’ etc.).

Although you read it from le� to right, the arrows �ow from right to

le� because they show the logic of the necessary conditions.

∗ ∗ ∗

Now we look at the lower half of the diagram and read it in the same way,

referring of course to the other assumptions for each box.

�e two boxes on the right are connected with a jagged arrow. �is

shows our con�ict: you can’t both integrate and ignore CCPM in this case.

�e con�ict is broken by questioning all the assumptions. By surfacing

every reason we can think of (positive or negative), we �nd the underlying

causes of the problem. O�en, there’s an injection we can then make that

makes the decision clear.
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Deliver the best 
outcome 

reasonable and 
possible for the 

Owners

Ignore CCPM for 
the Project

Integrate CCPM 
into the Project

Sustain the 
Owners best 

practice

Adopt innovative 
solutions

Objec t ive

Requi rem ent  #1

Requi rem ent  #2 Prerequis i t e  #2

Prerequis i t e  #1

In	order	to...

In	order	to...

In	order	to...

I	must...

I	must...

I	must...

I	must...

Because...

Because...

Because...

Because...

• The	Project	is	already	behind	schedule
• Only	innovative	solutions	have	a	chance	of	

recovering	schedule
• The	cost	of	innovation	is	less	than	the	risks	

attached	to	continuing	schedule	delays

• CCPM	is	the	highest	leverage	innovation	available	to	the	Owners
• CCPM	lends	itself,	by	design,	to	the	need	to	manage	by	system	

deliverable	across	functional	boundaries
• Proven	commercial	software	is	available	in	the	form	of	Concerto	

to	rapidly	integrate	CCPM	into	the	project
• The	Owners	can	develop	the	capability	to	get	the	benefit	from	

CCPM

• CCPM	is	not	in	the	existing	solution	set	of	the	Owners
• CCPM	cannot	comply	with	the	mandated	governance	requirements
• There	is	not	sufficient	time	and/or	money		to	do	both	the	Owners	

best	practice	and	CCPM
• There	is	a	valid	way	to	manage	by	system	deliverables	without	using	

CCPM,	within	the	timeframe	demanded	by	the	project

• The	existing	best	practice	of	the	Owners	
delivers	satisfactory	financial,	schedule	and	
reporting	results

• Project	governance	requirements	mandates	
use	of	the	Owners	best	practice	methods	and	
tools
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Appendix D: �e Future Reality Tree

�e Future Reality Tree is designed to show you what will hap-

pen a�er you make changes to the status quo.

Like the other trees, it is based on su�ciency-type logic.

Looking at the bo�om of the tree, you can imagine the e�ects

(desirable and, sometimes, undesirable) that your injections into

the system will have.

Taken together, I have found the logic trees to enable stake-

holders to see the map of the terrain in front of them, even very

large transformational projects. I believe they are an essential

part of your toolkit that will enable you to dig deep into the

real issues holding you back and de�ne ways together that will

chart a course to remarkable results.
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Reporting	metrics,	
by	design,	
encourage	

optimisation	of	the		
whole	project

Plans	are	prepared	by		
area,	coordinating	

cross	trade	
dependencies

A	single	critical	path	
is	identified	at	a	
detailed	level	for	
the	whole	project	
on	a	single	platform

Poor	weather	is	
given	the	weight	it	
rightfully	deserves

IR	issues	are	given	
the	weight	they	
rightfully	deserve

Management	can	
focus	on		execution	
of	the	critical	path

A	single,	known	and	
agreed	upon	Critical	
Path	is	a	necessary	
condition	for	high	
focus	and	superior	

execution

Significant	time	is	spent	on	
focused	coordination	of	project-

critical	tasks	irrespective	of	
discipline	or	area

Truly	important	
synchronisation	
and	integration	
signals	are	
decoded	to	
focus	activity

INJECTION	1	
The	project	is	organised	in	a	way	
that	encourages	coordinated	
and	cooperative		behaviour	

across	disciplines	and	plant	areas

INJECTION	2
The	TOC	and	Critical	Chain	
theory	and	method	are	used	
in	conjunction	with	Concerto	

to	plan,	schedule,	and	
execute	the	entire	project

INJECTION	3	
Metrics	are	designed	to	
encourage	management	
behaviours	that	optimise	

the	whole	project	

INJECTION	4
Management	is	

educated	and	trained	
in	focused	execution	
(buffer	management)

If...

...then...

...and...

INJECTION	5
There	is	a	

comprehensive	
employee	engagement	

program	

The	ABC	project	delivers	the	
best	outcome	reasonable	
and	possible	for	its	owners
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